1 . :latrocac ilon As ?a [2], e shall denote by M, N and M^, N^ (k«0,1,2) the pairs c.f non-negative continuous convex functions oomplemer'"ar7 ia iiie sense of W.H» Young* For the inverse functions -1 -1 thr) symbols M ? H etc* will be used.
Let f be an arbitrary complex-valued function defined in a closed interval <a,b>. Consider partitions where & « or /{°< -1) and p.24, 39-91, 86-37 or [8], p.16, 25, 171, 175 ). Both these classes consist merely of bounded functions f having at most enumerable sets of discontinuity points x at whioh the finite one-sided limits f(x + 0) exist (see (5) and [7] , p.582-583). In view of (4), BV M (a,b)c BV*(a,b). For functions fe BV^(a,b), the non-negative functional
can be treated as a oertain seminorm. Consider now a complex-valued function f defined in the interval <a,b>, and a positive integer number n. Following Canturija ['¡J» let us introduce the modulus of variation of f n-1 v(n t f;a,u) = sup ^ " » n n k-0 where the supremum is taken over all systems TT n of non-overlapping intervals (x 2 j c ,x 2k+1 )c {a,b), k * 0,1,...,n-1. It can easily be observed, 
-»-oo
In this note some simple facts connected with the second M-variations will be presented. For the function N complementary to M defined by (13) the condition (14) does not hold uniformly on (0,p> with any po~ eitivo ^ • Indeed, it can easily be verified that for sufficiently small y e (0,1/e). Consequently, taere are positive numbers u and k such that, for all at (0,ua), M" 1 (y) = 1/1 log 71for small y >0. 
